
 

This is the first season of the American television series Dexter. It is based on the novel Darkly Dreaming Dexter by Jeff Lindsay, who also wrote two sequels to it called "Dexter in The Box" and "Dexter by Design". For seasons one through three, Michael C. Hall stars as Dexter Morgan, a blood-spatter expert for the Miami Metro Police Department's forensics division who moonlights as a serial
killer of criminals (disaggregating his victims neatly into two categories: those-he-knows-will be caught and those he doesn't). Season four introduces several changes with Dee Quinn Miller taking over for Hall as Debra Montenegro , Dexter's adoptive sister becomes an agent of Interpol. The series continued its run with a fifth season and concluded its run with a sixth season. The first season
premiered on October 1, 2006, and ended on December 18, 2006. The DVD of Season One was released in region 1 on June 26, 2007, and in region 2 on April 22, 2007. Up until this point in the series, Hall had received an ensemble cast award for "Outstanding Performance by an Ensemble in a Drama Series" each year for his role as Dexter Morgan.

Dexter is based on the book Darkly Dreaming Dexter by Jeff Lindsay. In addition to Lindsay himself, the series has been written by writers including James Manos, Clyde Phillips, Ann Biderman, and Laeta Kalogridis. David Buck happened to be a writer who was friends with Jeff Lindsay when writing his stories. The pilot for Dexter aired January 31, 2006 and Fox officially picked up the series in
May 2005. It was announced that Dexter would run for at least eight or nine seasons. This season saw guest stars including Ryan Phillippe as an upper class killer in The Switch, Michael Pare as a hit man in Every Little Thing She Does Is Magic and Michael Imperioli as an ex-convict in Turning Wheel. This season, Dexter starts out tracking serial killer "LaGuerta" due to a personal dispute with the
police. Dexter feels he has not been absolved despite LaGuerta's death and kills him and his former partner and threatens to continue killing until they stop. (The series made a return in season 5 for this very reason.) This season sees the introduction of Dexter's sister DeDe Halcyon, who is later revealed to be bipolar. She is sometimes shown doing drugs with an addict boyfriend Crash. This season
also saw the introduction of Vince Masuka, played by Kellita Smith. Masuka is a forensic entomologist who was working in a group at the Miami Metro Police Department. He was also played by Titus Welliver in season 7, albeit under a different name. This season saw the introduction of the most recurring character in the series, Debra Miller. She is a blood spatter expert for Miami Metro Police
Department's Forensics Division and is described as having been "born to be bad" with a strong curiosity about Dexter's true identity. Miller becomes part of his family and starts dating him. Their relationship comes with challenges from Dexter's adopted sister, Debra Morgan, who is unhappy with their relationship and tries many times to break them up.
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